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Keep watch with more spot light cameras to boost home security 

  

 

A leader in communication solutions, Uniden has released two new Guardian wireless surveillance 

packages that can be DIY installed to better keep watch over the home from any angle, day or night.  

 

A part of the Guardian spot light camera series, the G3721L and G3722L feature additional weatherproof 

cameras and motion detection spotlight cameras as standard, with Full HD vision able to be monitored from 

the included touchscreen tablet or via remote smartphone access. 

 

The GL3721L and G3722L models have the ability to add and record up to four cameras at once, meaning 

footage can be stored and played back when required. In addition, the recordings can be customised with 

scheduled, motion detection or manual recording modes. 

 

Ideal for monitoring the interior and exterior of single level or double storey properties, the cameras 

communicate wirelessly to the touchscreen tablet giving you more range than a typical Wi-Fi camera. The 

cameras also connect to the internet for remote access from a smartphone, allowing the homeowner to 

check back on their property while out and about. The touchscreen tablet has Full High Definition (HD) 

1080p resolution for spectacularly clear picture quality, clearly showing details which are critical in the event 

of an incident.  

 

Unique to the market is the motion detection spotlight with a weatherproof outdoor camera. Enhancing night 

vision up to 12 metres, this deters unwelcome visitors by casting a bright light when movement is detected. 

Advanced features include an infrared LED with infrared cut filter for true representation of daytime colour, 

Full HD picture quality and PentaZoom 2x digital zoom-in on live videos. 

 

Remote access via an iOS/Android app means homeowners can logon from anywhere in the world to watch 

and record footage live as well as switch the optional spotlight on to deter intruders. The app also sends 

push notifications and email alerts whenever the system detects movement.  

 

Secure, digital and interference-free transmission offers peace of mind while a two-way talk function offers 

interactive opportunities. The Guardian wireless surveillance series offers a plug-and-play set-up and can 

be ready to use within minutes.  



 

 

Uniden Guardian digital wireless surveillance systems - models, accessories and pricing 

 Models RRP 

Guardian G3722L with a 7” touchscreen tablet, two outdoor weatherproof 

cameras and two motion detection spot lights with weatherproof outdoor 

cameras. 

$899.95 

Guardian G3721L with a 7” touchscreen tablet, two outdoor weatherproof 

cameras and one motion detection spot light with weatherproof outdoor camera  
$699.95 

Guardian G3720 with a 7” touchscreen tablet, two outdoor weatherproof 

cameras 
$499.95 

Guardian G3710 with a 7” touchscreen tablet, one outdoor weatherproof 

cameras 
$349.95 

Guardian optional motion detection spot light with weatherproof outdoor camera 

(G3700L) 
$199.95 

Guardian optional weatherproof outdoor camera (G3700) $169.95 

 

 

To learn more about the Uniden Guardian wireless surveillance range, visit 

http://www.uniden.com.au/australia/pv_guardian_full_hd_wireless_surveillance_series.asp.  

  

Customer enquiries: phone Uniden on 1300 366 895 or visit www.uniden.com.au  

Facebook: www.facebook.com/uniden  

Twitter: www.twitter.com/unidenaustralia 

Instagram: www.instagram.com/unidenaustralia  

 

Media enquiries:  

Adrienne Pearson  

Write Away Communication + Events 

Tel: (02) 9978 1400  

Email: adrienne_pearson@writeaway.com.au 
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